Honey Moon Tours

This tour theme clusters emerged: Dedicated only for 2 people with rooms specially decorated
with flowers and candles, couples will receive flowers and greeting cards at the destination,
using the romantic dinner with

The program has all the popular destinations in Vietnam. Couple's love is sublimated with
wonderful moments together in the most beautiful beaches like Nha Trang, Phan Thiet - Mui Ne,
Con Dao, Phu Quoc, .. Hand in hand walking around Hoi An ancient town, enjoy the cool
climate, fresh of Sa Pa - the ancient town engulfed in clouds or a romantic night on Ha Long
Sea ...
Dalat City of Love

To Da Lat - England Than Tho lake along with the immortal love story, Love Valley, Mong Mo
Hill, streams Gold, Silver springs, waterfalls Dantala .. sure will not forget a nice and dreamy
Dalat. Couple riding horses around the Xuan Huong Lake, taste coffee at Highlands restaurants
and gracefully under cool weather here.
Curved paths, the ranges through shady green gardens or the temperate soul is enough to lull
us into the realm of dreams.
Call Phu Quoc-blue sea

Phu Quoc offers the taste of salty sea breeze and the sound of overflowing waves pounding
the shore. Tour has been specially designed to bring romance for two people just enjoy life
gentle, generous.
The couple brought the Ham Ninh fishing village, spring, hiking in Suoi Tranh (seasonal), visit
Su Muon Pagoda, take sightseeing Dinh Cau, South Island, An Thoi, Phu Quoc prison ruins, the
basis of cultured pearls, swimming at beaches Star - which has long white sandy beaches and
beautiful Phu Quoc. Echoes in this place will leave a mark on your heart sometimes
unforgettable.
Nha Trang Bay Vietnam's most beautiful beach

This is the ideal place for couples on their honeymoon to attractive new. Apart from the night
around coastal city by bike sometimes, enjoy lunch at the Food Village, the couple will be
extremely interesting moments of the game exciting activities such as acrobatics Back, wooden
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carousel horses, swings turn the tap. Static games such as gliders, car racing, space
exploration, skiing, surfing, ... soak in hot mud. Back together footage of the colorful coral reefs,
these fish swim around in the clear blue sea. The fascinating sunset share the happiness of
sweet cake and flavor of wine drunk rush.
Ha Noi-Lao Cai-Sapa

Winter brings cold air that car very own Hanoi. Incipient collection of loads on each motor,
driving down hot sultry air of the South last fall. Genealogy collection in the stretch of road north
wind swept fresh, fresh traveler on the journey to "Hanoi thousand years of civilization" will stay
the same Viettouring wonderful moments: the Yen Stream yacht picturesque painting water,
ignore the silly rows of stalactites of Tam Coc strange and vivid journey of the ancient Thang
Long visits with the Sword Lake, Ngoc Son Temple, Tran Quoc Pagoda, Van Mieu Quoc Tu
Giam ... to immerse yourself in the mobile strictly historical ancient and more intensive love
Hanoi streets thirty-six fresh today.

Away from the corner of intensive attention, more visitors will visit Sapa - honeymoon place
without seasons, to ecstasy with brilliant colors of orchid flowers on Ham Rong mountain, king
problem before her cheeks blush the maiden mountainous charming, salty like the green of the
square face, the girl on the rice terraces provide the vast surrounding mountains ...
Especially ours alone with fresh flowers and candles in the room to Sapa - the city above the
clouds and wind, to double your visit: the old French villas, silver mining, Cat Cat Village (ethnic
H ' Mongolia), walking from town to learn the life of the peoples of the northwestern highlands,
Ham Rong tourism area with colorful gardens of blooming orchids, the Gate of heaven, where
the couple Cloud Yard blend into the clouds, air, water and record non panoramic image of the
town of Sapa in fog. Continue your exploration of the earth and sky, to Lao Cai: The Ta Phin
(Yao peoples), Tran Hung Dao temple or shrine Model, Vietnam-China Border - Ha Khau, Coc
Leu.

A saturated landscape paintings, northern life dreaming, no less ancient sublimated romantic
love partner.
Ha Noi-Ha Long-Cat Ba Tuan Chau-

Romantic corner clear as morning dew also smell the flowers dairy king, as the lake breeze
crunch, sesame fortune into his wings and crimson waves, freak, Hanoi autumn nuggets
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aromatic flavor concentration on our genealogy tourists far from new breath of fresh, fresh.
Express gentle, leisurely stroll around Hoan Kiem Lake in the early romantic mist, watching the
tail curved Huc bridge leading to Ngoc Son Temple shrimp contemplation, on every street
corner hustle bear flowers lilt the turbine wheel are regularly. Hanoi early for a clear blue sky, a
peaceful world ... to bring tourists to enjoy the Bay. 04 day journey is still very attachment by
distinctions such as the North wanted to retain ... Ha Long Bay with the natural masterpieces
Hang Dau Go, Thien Cung, Ga Choi island ... has been recognized as a UNESCO natural
heritage natural world ...
Phan Thiet-romantic Southern yellow sand

Phan Thiet - widy and sunny. Phan Thiet sea for livelihood, this city of sand for the great work
of art. Is a familiar destination, but the couple will be surprised to Phan Thiet during their
honeymoon. Tour has been specially designed to bring romance for two people just enjoy life
gentle, generous.
Here, the couple will be immersed in the sheer beauty of the sea naked at night, hear the waves
whispering or could conquer the Golden Sand Hill Bay, watching the sunrise, take photo and
visit the Red springs, sand hills (Red Hill), Poshanu Cham towers, monuments Floor Prince.
Together biking or walking around visiting Red Springs Floor Prince - where he tied a love of
poet Han Mac Tu.
Da Nang-Hoi An

Cultural Heritage Hoi An Ancient Town: Tan Ky ancient house, Fujian clan temple, Japanese
bridge pagoda, Tran family church. Couples holding hands free to visit residents living of the old
town at night. Focus on ancient weaving vivid picture of the characteristics of the area also
marks the classic Vietnam. Captivated with all kinds of lanterns, warm atmosphere here. Visit
Non Nuoc stone carving village to buy souvenirs.
You can also choose a foreign tour: Bali - Honeymoon in order to save the best picture on this
charming island, enjoy the exciting Barong dance, boating on Lake Batur, together relaxing in
the Spa luxury ... or a honey moon is full in the island of Cheju - South Korea, the island famous
for lovers ... You just call the Hotline: 0913682066 or visit our website for more :
www.Viettouring.com detailed program.
In particular, beam tour "just the two of us alone" is not just for married couples but also for the
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pair to "warm love" couple. In addition, the coupon tour honeymoon as gifts on the wedding day
is a gift that your significant for relatives and friends. Journey may have come from Ho Chi Minh
City, Hanoi, Da Nang, couples can register any time tour (personal tour abroad before a week to
register to proceed.)
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